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CELEBRATING 160 YEARS

JANUARY 28, 2016

IN THE LINE OF DUTY
by HENRI GENDREAU

DANVILLE — Hundreds of people lined the streets Sunday evening, some holding
American flags and signs of thanks to honor fallen officer Thomas Cottrell Jr., who was
shot and killed late Sunday, Jan. 17 outside the Danville Municipal Building. > pg. 5

FBI head to keynote
CSAD conference on
privacy, surveillance
RACHEL MITCHELL
James Comey P’16, the director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, will be the keynote speaker at the Center for
the Study of American Democracy’s (CSAD) biennial conference, scheduled for April 6-8.
This year’s conference topic
is “The Expectation of Privacy:
Encryption, Surveillance, and
Big Data,” and was chosen for
its timeliness and wide-reaching relevance, according to
Thomas Karako, CSAD director and professor of political
science.
“Anyone who uses a smartphone, searches the Internet,
or has medical records, has a
personal interest in thinking
about these things,” Karako
said.
CSAD’s choice of keynote
speaker is also particularly
salient to its choice of topic.
As FBI director, Comey has
argued for new federal policy
considerations in response
to increasing encryption on
smartphones by tech companies such as Apple and Google.
“We’re delighted to welcome
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Cove o’clock ends as College eyes new bar
NATHANIEL SHAHAN
In the wake of the College’s announcement that it would close the
Gambier Grill by the end of the year,
the administration has moved to
open a restaurant-bar out of Peirce
Pub, and Student Council has begun
seeking input from students on what
they would like to see in the business’s
long-term replacement.
On Jan. 22, Kenyon announced

via a campus-wide email prepared
by the Office of Communications
that it would not renew the lease on
the Grill, commonly known as the
Cove, and will demolish the building. In its press release, the College
announced that the decision was
made “with a long-term vision to
enhance student residential life and
promote the small-scale charm of the
village of Gambier.” The Grill’s current lease expires on June 30 and the

business must close by that date. The
College has owned the building since
2002, and has been leasing the space
to Gambier Grill proprietor Andy
Durbin.
Durbin did not wish to comment,
citing concerns related to an ongoing
negotiation process.
“In the time before a new place
in the Village can be built, we’re definitely committed to making sure
there’s a place on campus page 4

Memorial Saturday for Olshanskaya
ALEX PIJANOWSKI

James Comey P’16 Wikimedia
Commons

Director Comey to kick off
the conference, and to give
his perspective on the intersection of security, domestic
rule of law, and technological
challenges like encryption,”
Karako wrote in an email to
the Collegian.
Statements by Comey to the
United States Senate last July
detail how data encryption
has become so effective that
the FBI has been prevented
from accessing information
page 4
for

A memorial service Saturday will
honor Professor of Russian Natalia
Olshanskaya P’04, who died from
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, or
ALS, in Mount Vernon on Wednesday, Jan. 20. She was 66.
The service will be held at Church
of the Holy Spirit at 2:30 p.m.
“In some respects, the most satisfying part of her teaching career was
working with students here at Kenyon,” Don Monson, Olshanskaya’s
husband, said. “We had students
here [at our home] many times,
cooking Russian food like pirozhki
and borscht and other things.”
For Alex Harrover ’17, an English
major who took Olshanskaya’s beginning and intermediate Russian
classes, the late professor was “royalty on campus” who distinguished
herself through a “grand, refined
presence.”

Professor of Russian Natalia Olshanskaya arrived at Kenyon in 1997.
Courtesy of the Office of Communications

President Sean Decatur said Olshanskaya was one of the first faculty
members he met upon assuming Kenyon’s presidency.
“She struck me as someone who

was not only an out standing scholar,
but really was deeply committed to
teaching, and cared about the students a great deal,” Decatur said. “It’s
page 2
a really tough loss for
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Village Record
Dec. 11 - Jan. 27
Dec. 11, 11:18 a.m. — Fire alarm sounded due to burned food in Acland
Apartments. Smoke cleared. No fire. Alarm reset.
Dec. 12, 12:47 a.m. — Intoxicated students found in Mather Residence
Hall. Safety responded. Emergency medical services responded.
Dec. 12, 10:16 a.m. — Ill student lost consciousness at the Gambier Deli.
Safety and EMS responded. Student transported to Knox Community
Hospital (KCH) for evaluation and treatment.
Dec. 13, 1:33 a.m. — Student fell and bumped head in Horvitz Hall. Safety responded and evaluated.
Dec. 13, 1:43 p.m. — Safety check on student who injured head in Gund
Residence Hall. Student complaint of site tenderness; trouble viewing
computer screen and vomiting. Student told to visit health services next
available day.
Dec. 13, 4:16 p.m. — Student with allergy in Gund Commons. EMS responded and assisted.
Dec. 13, 10:40 p.m. — Staff member turned in bag thought to contain illegal substance. Substance tested positive. Turned over to Knox County
Sheriff ’s Office (KCSO).
Dec. 15, 3:44 p.m. — Student reported theft of personal items at Olin and
Chalmers Libraries. KCSO completed report.
Jan. 21, 8:53 a.m. — Maintenance vehicle received damage when another
backed into it. No injuries.
Jan. 21, 3:35 p.m. — Staff member reported damage to cylinders to Maintenance.
Jan. 22, 9:20 p.m. — Professor reported personal and College-owned
items taken from vehicle without authorization.
Jan. 22, 9:42 p.m. — AVI staff member reported capped syringe found on
f loor of Peirce Hall. Safety took possession and disposed of item.
Jan. 22, 10:35 p.m. — Student requested to stop for questioning by Housing and Residential Life associate outside Mather. Student did not follow
instruction.
Jan. 23, 11:48 p.m. — Intoxicated student vomited in Peirce Pub. Safety
transported student to residence. No other action required.
Jan. 24, midnight — Unknown persons ripped down signs and door decorations in Leonard Residence Hall without approval.
Jan. 24, 12:39 a.m. — Overcrowded gathering shut down in Taft Cottages. Safety responded.
Jan. 24, 1:10 a.m. — Banister torn from stairway wall in Old Kenyon
Residence Hall.
Jan. 25, 3:26 p.m. — Student reported personal property taken without
authorization while attending a gathering at the NCAs.
Jan. 25, 8:01 p.m. — Student having difficulty swallowing food in Peirce
Hall. Safety responded. Student transported to KCH for further evaluation/treatment.
Jan. 27, 10:05 p.m. — Student did not follow motor vehicle rules and
regulations.

160th Anniversary
In a nod to the first issue of The Kenyon Collegian, which appeared in
January 1856, and with an eye to the future, we are pleased to debut our
new look. Driven by a desire to make our print edition cleaner, bolder
and more readable, we redesigned our front-page f lag and adopted a
new set of typefaces. We’ve also introduced an icon of Peirce tower,
where generations of Collegian staff have put the paper together.

Olshanskaya recalled
as dedicated educator

Professor changed lives for two decades.
Continued from Page 1

skaya’s last students, as he was taking her introductory-level Russian class when her illness
the community.” Though the work in her forced her to stop teaching.
classes was rigorous and at times “grueling,”
“She had a great way of keeping command
Harrover said Olshanskaya’s perfection of her of the class without ever raising her voice,”
craft and ability to yield results brought stu- Hojnacki said. He also remembered how her
dents back to her classes, even when they had wry sense of humor contributed to her distincinitially taken one of her classes solely to satisfy tive way of dismissing students at the end of a
Kenyon’s language requirement.
class period.
“You’d leave each class having made a mea“At the end of every class, she would say,
surable amount of progress,” Harrover said.
‘Go enjoy your life,’” Hojnacki said.
Harrover also noted Olshanskaya’s intense
Hojnacki also noted how Olshanskaya’s
loyalty to her students, providing as exam- penchant for dark humor contributed to her
ples her habit of attending musical, theater or habit of prefacing explanations of the Rusdance performances to support her students. sian language’s inherent difficulties with the
The degree to which she cared for her students phrase, “Tragically, the answer is...”
was also evident in her choice to delegate the
Assistant Professor of Russian James Mcteaching of basic- and intermediate-level Rus- Gavran ’02 met Olshanskaya when she was
sian language courses, Harrover said, even assigned to be his advisor during his first year
when her experience and talent would have at Kenyon. She remained his advisor throughqualified her for higher endeavors.
out his undergraduate career and served as a
“She could havebeen
major influence on his acMore than
teaching graduate stuademic career both duranybody else,
dents,” he said.
ing and after his time at
Born on Nov. 25, 1949,
Kenyon. “She consistentOlshanskaya
Olshanskaya grew up in was truly instrumental in
ly attracted and retained
Odessa, Ukraine — at
excellent students,” Mcfostering my love of the
the time, part of the SoGavran said, including
viet Union — where she Russian language and
students who received
studied linguistics, Eng- culture, a passion that has
Fulbright scholarships
lish and translation the- stayed with me.
and won prizes for their
ory at the University of
work in Russian.
Odessa. Eventually, she
“She got results,” McRyan Eick ’13
received bachelor’s and
Gavran said.
master’s degrees and a
Olshanskaya’s knack
doctorate of philosophy from the institution.
for inspiring her students often stayed with
Olshanskaya taught at Odessa State Uni- them beyond their graduation from Kenyon.
versity from 1975 to 1992, according to Ken“Few people, let alone professors, have had
yon’s website, before leaving for the University as much of an influence on my time at Kenof St. Andrews in Scotland. She was instru- yon as Professor Olshanskaya,” Ryan Eick ’13,
mental in setting up an exchange program a Russian major, wrote in a Facebook message
between Odessa State and St. Andrews, where to the Collegian. “She was a constant presence
she taught for a year before coming to the Col- in my time at Kenyon, and with the exception
lege of William and Mary in 1993, according of a sabbatical my junior year, taught me for
to Monson.
every semester. More than anybody else, Ol“It was about the time of the breakup of the shanskaya was truly instrumental in fostering
Soviet Union, and I think she was interested my love of the Russian language and culture,
in getting out,” Monson said. “She was not a passion that has stayed with me nearly three
very much in favor of the regime in the Soviet years since my last class with her. ”
Union ... but she was not an open dissident. She
In addition to the work of the Russian playwas just living her life and doing her job.”
wright and short story writer Anton ChekMonson met Olshanskaya during first- hov, Olshanskaya enjoyed theater, cinema and
year registration at William and Mary, where traveling. Monson said that over the past few
he taught French. They bonded over a shared years they had visited Russia, Ukraine, India,
nostalgia for Scotland, as Monson had taught Morocco, Portugal, China and Mexico, someat the University of Edinburgh.
times accompanied by their daughter Ksenia
Olshanskaya arrived at Kenyon in 1997, Sokolyanskaya ’04.
where she taught until last March, when she
was diagnosed with ALS.
Henri Gendreau and Nathaniel Shahan contribDaniel Hojnacki ’18 was one of Olshan- uted reporting.
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Phi Kaps exploring
Hoverboards ride off into sunset
ways to reduce costs College bans hoverboards due to concerns
But group stays national for now.
ALEX PIJANOWSKI

ways with their national organization, is part of a larger
The status of the fraternity initiative to explore how memPhi Kappa Sigma (Phi Kaps) bership in the group can be
remains up in the air while financially feasible for more
the group continues to explore students.
the possibility of severing ties
“We’re trying to find ways
with the national fraternity.
to make it more accessible
In September the Phi Kaps to be a Phi Kap at Kenyon,”
were considering quitting Crimmins said. “One of the
their national fraternity be- avenues that we have looked at
cause of the high cost of dues is the possibility of becoming a
and the chapter’s relationship local fraternity.”
with the national organizaLaura Kane, director of
tion.
student acAt
that
tivities and
We’re trying
time,
the
Greek Life,
fraternity’s
said she did
to find ways to
Greek Coun- make it more accessible to not wish to
cil represen- be a Phi Kap at Kenyon.
comment
tatives
aton the detempted to
tails of an
secure pas- Ken Crimmins ’17, president
ongoing desage of an
cision-makamendment to the Council’s ing process. Kane did confirm
constitution, formalizing the that consideration of the issue
pathway for organizations has been ongoing since news
considering disaffiliation.
that the fraternity might disafKen Crimmins ’17, presi- filiate was made public in Sepdent of Phi Kaps, said the tember, and that she has disgroup has yet to vote on the cussed the decision with the
matter.
group’s leadership.
Crimmins explained the
Both Kane and Crimmins
possibility of disaffiliating, said there was no timetable for
the official term for parting a concrete decision.

“

over exploding battery packs.

something we take very seriously.”
Sorry, Back to the Future
Aside from bans on firefans, but hoverboards have arms and f lammable materibeen banned on Kenyon’s als, Bonham said she cannot
campus, due to fire-safety recall a similar prior ban.
concerns related to exploding
The possible fire hazards of
battery packs.
storing hoverboards in dorms
Hoverboards, self-balanc- and concerns about the pruing scooters that
dence of
resemble
Segriding
a
They are really hoverways but without
handles,
board on
dangerous ...
have
recently I’ve had my fair share of
Kenyon’s
garnered media
hilly camfalls.
attention
over
pus were
house fires igthe stronnited by hover- Amanda Ogata ’19
gest moboard
battery
tivations
packs, as well as dozens of for the ban.
hoverboard-related injuries
Bonham said she has not
resulting in hospital visits.
heard any reaction from stuMeredith Harper Bonham dents.
’92, vice president for stuThough Amanda Ogata ’19
dent affairs, announced the enjoyed sharing her brother’s
ban via a Student-Info email hoverboard in California last
on Jan. 13, timed to discour- summer, she said she underage students from bringing stands the reasons for a ban.
to campus hoverboards they
“They are really dangermay have received as holiday ous, and they’re really hard to
gifts during winter break.
learn,” Ogata said.
“I don’t want any students
“I’ve had my fair share of
to get hurt for any reason,” falls.”
Bonham said in an interview
One of the house fires atwith the Collegian. “In light tributed to a hoverboard batof Kenyon’s history of fire, it’s tery pack occurred near Oga-

GRACE RICHARDS

“

ta’s home.
Malfunctions and concern
about the risk of fire eventually drove Ogata’s brother to
return his hoverboard.
Kenyon’s ban on hoverboards is not unprecedented.
Due to concerns about the
safety of the battery packs,
more than 60 airlines worldwide have banned hoverboards from their planes, including American, Delta and
United Airlines.
Amazon recently removed
from their site all hoverboards produced by Swagway,
one major American distributor of the items, from their
site, and is offering full refunds for anyone who purchased a hoverboard through
their website.
Kenyon joined several of
its peer institutions in banning hoverboards.
These institutions, including The Ohio State University and Case Western Reserve
University, cited similar concerns about fire safety in banning the products.
For the time being, any
hoverboard found on campus
will be shipped home at the
student’s expense.

Tacci Smith departs mid-year for position at Otterbein
Smith organized party training, new student orientation, senior-class social events.
ing with her first mentor, who
introduced her to the student
Tacci Smith, former as- affairs field.
sociate dean of students, left
Smith was involved with
Kenyon earlier this month to numerous student organizajoin the administration at Ot- tions and projects during her
terbein University in Wester- time at Kenyon. She was at one
ville, Ohio.
point director of the new stuSmith declined to be in- dent orientation program and
terviewed for this article, but also served as the director of
wrote in an email to the Col- student activities in her earlier
legian that, “I
years. She
never wanted
served as
I found [Smith]
to take another
advisor
to be a very
position midto
nuyear as it was student-centered
merous
very difficult colleague who often went student
to leave this
groups at
to great lengths to be of
suddenly, but
different
Kenyon
will help to students.
points,
always have a
including
special place in Hank Toutain,
the
Semy heart.”
nior Class
dean of students
According
Committo Trevor Kirby, president of tee, Junior Class Committee,
the senior class, Smith worked Theta Delta Phi, Queer Womat Kenyon for 11 and a half en’s Collective, Owl Creeks
years. He said she made the and Dance Team, according
switch in part because Otter- to Kirby, who added that this
bein is her alma mater, and was likely not an exhaustive
also because of the special list.
projects position she was ofDean of Students Hank
fered. Kirby added that, most Toutain said Smith also
importantly, she will be work- served as a conditional enroll-

LAUREN ELLER

“

ment advisor for many years
and was instrumental in organizing events for the senior
class, such as Senior Soirée,
Fandango and Senior Week.
She was involved in establishing the UhaulCarShare program and played a role in establishing a stop for GoBus
on campus and. “I found her
to be a very student-centered
colleague who often went to
great lengths to be of help to
students,” Toutain said.
Laura Kane, director of
student activities and Greek
life, will be assuming a number of Smith’s former responsibilities, including her role
as advisor to the Senior Class
Committee, according to Kirby. Additionally, Sam Filkins,
assistant director of student
activities for leadership, will
be taking on her former role
as advisor to the Junior Class
Committee.
Mike Durham, substance
abuse educator and counselor,
spoke to Smith’s instrumental involvement with the College’s party policy and party
training, saying, “She felt very
strongly about student safety

Smith, an Otterbein graduate, began a job there earlier this month.

and students as adults and being treated as adults.” He added that, going forward, Kane
will be working with him on
the policy and to conduct party-training sessions.
Kirby called Smith a “model associate dean, and real-

ly like a pillar of the Kenyon
campus,” Kirby said. “And so
going forward in hiring somebody, I think it’s important
to remember the culture that
Tacci helped to create and just
the people person that she was
and loved being.”
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College plans Peirce Pub bar as Cove is shuttered

As dictated by the College’s master plan, the Cove will be razed for student housing.
Continued from Page 1

in the community where there can be
a casual, food-with-bar alternative,”
President Sean Decatur said. Decatur
said he has never visited the Cove.
The College’s updated master plan,
approved by the Board of Trustees last spring, designates the space
currently occupied by the Cove for
North Campus Apartment-style student housing. This remains the plan,
though there is no official timeline
for construction, according to Chief
Business Officer Mark Kohlman.
The master plan calls for a complete restructuring of downtown
Gambier. The area where the former
Student Activities Office building was
located — the building was demolished over winter break — is also slated for student housing. Apartment
space also exists in the building housing the Cove, but it has not been used
since the 2013-2014 academic year.
A new restaurant will eventually be
built as part of the second stage in a
Village renovation plan, according to
the email. This stage includes the destruction of buildings including Farr
Hall, and construction of new commercial space.
Kim Novak, resident director of
AVI Foodsystems, Peirce Hall’s foodservice provider, said the College
contacted her about opening a restaurant and bar in Peirce Pub by the
start of the 2016-2017 academic year.
Novak said the project is still in an
early stage, but the current plan is to
operate Peirce Pub as a 21-and-over

bar, serving food, beer and wine on
Friday and Saturday nights. Novak
said the menu will be styled after
the Cove’s current offerings and will
include pizza as well as a student favorite: mac-n-cheese wedges. Novak
does not expect to offer a food delivery service as the Cove does, but said
pick-up might be available.
The pub will open around 8 p.m.,
after Peirce’s dining hall closes, and
close around 2 a.m., the current closing time of the Cove on Wednesday,
Friday and Saturday nights.
Novak expects some equipment
in the Pub will need to be updated,
but that no major renovations will
be needed. The pub already has a bar
and food-preparation area. She said
the business will only run until a new
restaurant is opened in the Village, as
the master plan recommends.
“Peirce Pub probably won’t work,
but will be a really interesting failure,”
Nate Epstein ’16 said.
The College will call for input
from the student-led Buildings and
Grounds Committee, according to
Kohlman. Novak will also seek opinions from students, including tastings
of potential menu items. At present,
Peirce Pub, run as a bar and restaurant run until 2009, is mostly used as
an area for student gatherings or for
seating during mealtimes.
Three days after the announcement that the business’s lease would
not be renewed, Student Council
sent a survey through a Student-Info
email to gather information about
preferences for a future establishment

The Gambier Grill, better known as the Cove, will close by June 30. Photo by Drew Meeker

to replace the Cove. Questions on the
survey include, “What do you think is
the Cove’s function in the community?” and “What elements would you
like to see in a late-night food and/
or drink option?” Student Council
president Phoebe Roe’s ’16 hope is
that students’ sharing of their experiences at the Grill will help inform the
next step for the College.
“I really want students to know that
their voices are going to be heard,”
Roe said.
The closing of the Cove has attracted strong reactions from current

Pets spark laundry change
Washers, dryers reserved for those with animals
ALEX PIJANOWSKI
Armed and dangerous — with
dander. Laundry machines have
been reserved for students with dander sensitivity after implementation
of the College’s emotional support
animals (ESAs) policy.
In a Student-Info email sent out
on Jan. 17, the Office of Housing and
Residential Life (ResLife) announced
it would be implementing some
“new laundry protocols” to account
for recent policy changes regarding
ESAs. The most important changes
associated with the new protocol are
the designation of certain laundry
facility machines for those who have
been approved for ESAs and specifications that students with ESAs must
use those machines for their laundry.
Last semester, ResLife allowed
students who received permission to
keep pets in their college housing to
promote mental and emotional wellbeing. Washers and dryers intended
for use specifically by those who live
with animals in their college residence will be marked “ESA.” The
laundry rooms in Caples and Watson Halls; Gund, Mather, McBride
and Old Kenyon Residence Halls;
the Craft Center; New Apartments;

students and alumni alike.
“I was so upset when I first got the
student survey, all I wrote was, ‘Please
don’t take this away from me!” Emily
Margolin ’17 said.
Peter Nolan ’11 posted on the “Kenyon in NYC” alumni Facebook page
calling for support of the Student
Council’s survey.
Some students, however, are less
concerned about the closure. “I think
it could be a good thing,” Stephen
Margaria ’18 said of the pub assuming the Grill’s role. “I definitely would
like to see somewhere nice where stu-

Surveillence set as
topic for CSAD event
has organized the biennial conference. Conducted over the course
of three days, it covers some
which they have already been broad topics related to American
granted a warrant, according democracy; in the past, these topto an article published by NPR. ics have included “The Politics of
The director has said repeatedly Economic Inequality,” “Should
that access by investigators to en- America Promote Democracy
Abroad?” and
crypted data
“The Future
is becoming
Anyone who
of
Political
less a matuses a smartParties.”
ter of privacy
The conferand
more phone, searches the
ence is one
one of na- Internet, or has medical
highlight of
tional safety records has a personal
CSAD’s role
and security,
interest in thinking about
at
Kenyon;
and therefore
the
Center
that limita- these things.
also hosts a
tions on enregular speakcryption are Thomas Karako, CSAD direcing
series,
necessary.
tor and professor of political
which
this
In addition science
semester will
to Comey, a
wide range of other guests will be include lectures by Ambassador
in attendance. While the full list of James Pardew on Feb. 2 and Dr.
guests has not yet been released, Alice Dreger on Feb. 9. Additionthe Center expects to welcome, as ally, CSAD sponsors a competiin years past, journalists, policy tive summer scholars program,
experts and even artists to weigh during which students conduct
in on the topic over the course of a research with a faculty member
number of talks and panel events. on a topic related to American deFor the past eight years, CSAD mocracy.
Continued from Page 1

John Crow ’18 makes use of the new ESA dryer in Old Kenyon.
Photo by Emily Stegner

and Taft Cottages will now have
one ESA-specific washer and dryer.
Manning Hall will have two of each.
The laundry facility in Farr Hall will
not be affected by the new protocol,
as it is also available to community
members, according to the email.
Through this change, ResLife
aims to prevent transmission of trace
amounts of animal hair or dander
left behind in machines to the clothes
of those who may be highly allergic
to either or both. The email emphasized that students without ESAs
should avoid using these specifically designated laundry machines if

other machines are available, as they
are the only laundry appliances that
ESA-approved students may use.
Lisa Train, associate director for
housing and residential life, said the
new protocol should not affect the
availability of machines to students
who do not have ESAs, and the use
of machines by students with ESAs
will depend on an honor system.
Train said no additional preparations are expected to accommodate
students with ESAs, though the office is currently monitoring how
peer institutions are implementing
their own ESA policies.

dents can go late at night to eat and
sit down — something nicer than the
Cove is now.”
Roe said she does not anticipate a
reversal in the College’s decision regarding the lease, but plans to meet
with Kohlman and Meredith Harper
Bonham ’92, vice president for student affairs, to discuss making the
institution that succeeds the Cove responsive to the priorities of students.
“It’s very clear the Cove is not going
to open next year,” Roe said. “Hopefully, the result of this meeting will be
a plan for the short term.”

“
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Officer’s death has been shock for Danville
NATHANIEL SHAHAN
More than $12,000 has
been raised by more than 300
people on GoFundMe pages
for the family of a Danville
police officer, Thomas Cottrell Jr., who was killed last
week.
Dani Dustin, a close friend
of Cottrell and Tanya Rayburn,
Cottrell’s
partner,
created one of these pages,
so Rayburn and their children would not have to worry about money at this time.
The page describes Cottrell
as “not only a great cop, but
a outstanding member of the
community.” Dustin said
Cottrell was active as a local
little league coach and while
on duty would often stop to
throw passes with kids playing football.
Less than 30 minutes
passed between a tip made to
the Danville Police Department that someone was looking to kill a police officer and
the discovery of Cottrell’s
body behind the nearby Danville Municipal Building on
Sunday, Jan. 17 at 11:47 p.m.
The Officer Down Memorial
Page, a nonprofit website, reports that Cottrell is one of
two police officers who have
been killed by gunfire this

Local memorial draws hundreds
Continued from Page 1

A suspect, Herschel B. Jones
III, was arrested the next day after his ex-girlfriend called police
saying he had abused her and was
out looking to kill a cop. “Police
in Danville are in danger,” she
said in the 911 call.
On Sunday, the crowd made
its way to Danville High School
for the public memorial service,
a day after Cottrell’s funeral in
Newark.
“The goal this evening is not a
show or entertainment,” said Patrick Bailey, senior pastor at the
North Bend Church of the Brethren. “It’s about prayer.”
Prayers were offered for Cottrell and his family, including
Cottrell’s partner, Tanya Rayburn,
and first responders. As Rev. Robert Alexander rose to pray for the
Jones family, Rayburn walked
out.
“I can’t do this,” she said, leav-

ing the gym, followed by other
members of the family.
“We’re praying for the family,
not him,” Bailey told her as she
passed him. “Sorry.”
Alexander spoke to the mostly
empty chairs reserved for the officer’s family as community members looked on.
“Two families have been shattered and our community has
been scarred by this senseless violence,” he said.
Danville Police Chief Dan
Weckesser remembered Cottrell
as a dedicated officer.
“Tom didn’t know what offduty was,” he said.
Deanna Wojtseck was one of
the many residents who came to
show her support.
“This is my home, my community,” she said after the memorial.
“I’ve lived in Danville my whole
life and I know Tanya pretty
well. … It’s still so surreal. It still

year in the U.S.
At 11:20 p.m., the Knox
County dispatch center received a call that a man named
Herschel Ray Jones III, 32,
was armed and intent on killing a police officer in Danville. The caller was identified

as an ex-girlfriend of Jones’s,
according to the Knox County
Sheriff ’s Office (KCSO).
After the tip was called in,
the dispatch center and KCSO
deputies tried to contact Cottrell and began to search the
Village of Danville, ultimate-

Officer Tom Cottrell Courtesy
of NBC News

doesn’t seem real.”
Gene Matheny has also lived
in Danville most of his life.
“It’s such a shock to lose someone like that,” Matheny said. “It
doesn’t happen in a small community. It’s not supposed to. I
was a kid in Akron. I know what
violence is. Not here.”
ly finding Cottrell dead.
Knox County Coroner Jennifer Ogle wrote in an email
to the Collegian that Cottrell
died from a single gunshot
wound to the head. A full
autopsy will be released in
roughly six to eight weeks.

A student’s anonymous plea has drawn 45 signatures this month.
Earlier this month, a student
anonymously posted a Change.
org petition accusing the College
of “injustices” in how its Office of
Civil Rights adjudicated a Title
IX complaint the student filed at
the beginning of this academic
year.
During the student’s sophomore year, they filed a formal
complaint against an individual
who “repeatedly abused [them]
emotionally, physically, and sexually,” acording to the petition.
Though they hoped the Title IX
Office would “remedy these issues
and keep [them] safe,” they ended
up being “gravely disappointed,”
the student, who wished to remain anonymous because of the
confidential nature of Title IXrelated cases, said in an interview
with the Collegian.
The petition, titled “A Call For
Change Regarding Kenyon College’s Inequitable Title IX Policy
& Proceedings,” has received 45
signatures as of Wednesday.
The student’s criticisms are
threefold: First, the person does
not believe accusers at Kenyon are
adequately protected from the accused during investigations, leaving victims susceptible to harass-

ment and stalking. Secondly, they tion,” the student said. “I almost
— who asked that the Collegian acquiesced at points, until a sexnot identify their gender — took ual misconduct advisor pointed
issue with the office encouraging out during a meeting with Title
them to participate in an infor- IX that they were not allowed to
mal resolution, as informal reso- suggest informal mediation, givlutions are explicitly disallowed en the possible charges.”
by Title IX, a federal law that pro“What I want to come out of
tects people from discrimination this petition, first and foremost,
based on sex. Finally, the student is clarification and change of
believes the office should expand policy and procedures, including
its policy on
broadening
appeals.
the basis for
Under Tiappeals,” the
What I want
tle IX, a fedstudent said.
to come out
eral law per“I recognize
of this petition, first and
taining
to
that my own
foremost, is clarification
allegations
case is closed,
of sexual as- and change of policy and
likely permasault, infor- procedures, including
nently, but I
mal methods broadening the basis for
want there to
of resolution
be a change
appeals.
such as mediso that future
ation are “not
complainAnonymous student
appropriate,”
ants
don’t
according to a
have to go
document released in 2014 by the through what I endured, and get
U.S. Department of Education better results.”
entitled “Know Your Rights.”
Andrea
Goldblum,
CivThe Office of Civil Rights did il Rights/Title IX coordinator,
not follow this policy during the wrote in an email to the Collegian
student’s investigation, according that Kenyon’s Title IX procedures
to the student.
already “comply with or exceed
“Despite allegations of sexual federal law and guidance.” She
assault, I was often encouraged to added that the office is willing to
participate in an informal resolu- listen to students’ criticism.

“

Two is too
many in
bathroom
EMILY BIRNBAUM

Online petition calls for Title IX changes
EMILY BIRNBAUM
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When the Collegian asked
about the petition specifically,
she said the College is “open to
dialogue” and is planning a community forum later this semester,
the details of which have not been
finalized.
To protect their anonymity,
the student has asked that their
friends to circulate the petition
on their behalf, and they plan to
send the petition to the administration after it accrues more signatures. They chose Change.org
as the platform to convey their
message because they believe “it
is generally regarded with legitimacy and offers a quick and informed way for people to gather
together in support of a cause,”
the student said.
“I support the petition because
it’s time to change the culture
surrounding sexual violence that
exists at Kenyon,” petition signee
Jacob Hopkins ’18 said. “When
a student is denied the highest
standards of protection when going through a case, that student
suffers, and so does their contribution to the Kenyon community. Whenever the College fails to
put in place protections, or fails
to enforce them when they do, I
lose something even if I do not
know the student or their case.”

To avoid potential violations of
Title IX, the federal law regarding
sexual misconduct, and to alleviate
employee discomfort, the College
has instituted a policy forbidding
students from being in residencehall bathrooms while maintenance
and custodial staff are working in
them.
While this policy shift was not
preceded by a Title IX-related incident, it was proposed at a Title IX
seminar with the maintenance department last semester, according
to Associate Director for Housing
and Residential Life Lisa Train. At
the workshop, several custodians
mentioned they were “uncomfortable” with people coming into the
bathroom while they were there
“attempting to clean and make repairs,” Train said.
This was particularly an issue
with female maintenance staff, Assistant Manager of Facility Services
Lori Moore said.
“Sometimes when the women
go into a men’s bathroom, as we’re
cleaning, we have boys that come in
and don’t seem to mind that we’re
in there,” Moore said. “They’ll use
the shower, use the toilets. It may
make some of the younger custodians a little uncomfortable for that
to happen.”
In some cases, it may be difficult
to determine when custodial staff
will be cleaning the bathrooms every day, Moore said. Instead, the
policy proposes a general timeframe: custodial staff will be cleaning bathrooms in south-campus
residence halls any time between
9:45 a.m. and 3 p.m. and northcampus residence hall bathrooms
any time between noon and 3 p.m.
It is up to individual community advisors (CAs) and maintenance workers to relay more specific timeframes to hall residents. For
example, Rachel Dragos ’16, head
community advisor for north campus, knew what time maintenance
workers usually cleaned the bathrooms in her building — typically
between noon and 1 p.m. — and
communicated this information to
her residents.
Even if residents do not know
what time they will be unable to use
their hall’s bathroom, they will easily be able to tell, Train said. Maintenance workers now have signs
that read “bathroom closed,” accompanied by rods that block students out of bathroom doorways,
for when they are cleaning.
The administration has not yet
shared the policy shift, with some
CAs having told their residents and
some not, Moore said.
“If the CAs would like us to be
more specific, if they just go to the
custodians that clean their floors,
those custodians can give them a
better timeframe,” Moore said.
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Study-abroad model lets College break even
Finance model clarifies budget, though some participants remain confused
LAUREN ELLER and
NATHANIEL SHAHAN
If a student studies abroad in
Munich during their junior year,
they pay standard Kenyon tuition — $47,220 — for a program
with tuition costs of $20,600. The
difference of $26,620 is pocketed
by Kenyon.
Under the home tuition model, adopted by Kenyon in 2012
and put into effect for the fall
2013 semester, the College charges students who study off campus
full Kenyon tuition, adjusted to
their financial aid package.
For students like Sarah
Oleisky ’16, who studied abroad
last year in Seville, Spain, the
fact that they must pay Kenyon
tuition to study abroad makes
little sense.
“I think that’s the main problem that people have with the
whole thing,” Oleisky said. “Why
pay Kenyon tuition if you’re not
utilizing any of the resources on
campus?”
Previously, students paid
their individual program’s price
— with financial aid adjusted
based on program fees — and a
$1,800 retainer fee to cover certain program costs.
Though this new system increased the College’s revenue
from students going abroad, according to Todd Burson, vice
president for finance, Kenyon
has not been profiting from the
change. The new model is designed to allow the Center for
Global Engagement (CGE),
which organizes off-campus
study (OCS), to break even financially, which it did in the 20132014 academic year, the first year
of the system’s implementation.
Previously the expenses incurred
by the CGE and OCS programs
were not fully covered by the retainer fee, but now the difference
between program costs and Kenyon tuition covers the operating
costs of the OCS program.
In the coming weeks, the College will analyze the CGE’s budget for its second year on the
home tuition model, but Burson
expects the second year to reflect
a breakeven budget as well. Longterm, Burson said the College
does not expect the difference
between tuition and program
costs to be a source of revenue,
but now the extra revenue will
pay for the OCS program. He explained that the College wanted
the OCS program to break even
so that its losses would not sap
money from other College programs.
Burson declined to release
the OCS budget, citing a College
policy against releasing departmental budgets.
When Kenyon adopted the
new model in 2012, Marne Ausec, director of the CGE, said the
home tuition model had already

Top: Greta Greising ’16 at the Plaza de España in Seville, Spain. Middle: Sarah Grace Spurgin ’17 rides
camels in Morocco; Elie Steinberg ‘16 hikes in South Africa. Bottom: Sruthi Rao ’16, middle, in Morocco.
Courtesy of respective students

been put in place by many of the
13 colleges in the Great Lakes
Colleges Association, of which
Kenyon is a member. President
Sean Decatur was dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at
Oberlin College when Oberlin
transitioned to the same model,
and said he believes the model to
be fair.
Burson and Ausec explained
that since Kenyon has traditionally allowed students to use financial aid dollars to pay their
off-campus-program
tuition
costs, which not every school
does, this could have contributed
to financial loss for sending stu-

dents abroad.
When Rachel Mitchell ’16, a
Collegian staff writer, began to
make her study abroad plans, she
did not anticipate paying several
thousand dollars more than the
cost of her desired programs.
Loren Wright, Mitchell’s
mother, expressed her concern
about the home tuition model
to Ausec and Decatur, whom
she said were both responsive.
Wright sent a letter to Decatur,
who then called her to discuss
the policy.
Wright said that for Rachel,
who studied at the Newberry
Library in Chicago in the fall

of 2014 and in Copenhagen the
following spring, the fees Kenyon charged were about $12,000
more than what Mitchell’s programs charged for the first semester and nearly $5,000 more
than for the second semester.
Despite the discrepancy in
price for Mitchell’s family, such
issues have not been problematic
for all Kenyon students who have
studied abroad. For those students whose financial aid package significantly lowers their
normal tuition costs, the difference between that fee and their
off-campus program price is
sometimes greatly reduced.

Oleisky said that, with her financial aid package, she paid less
for her semester abroad than she
pays for a semester at Kenyon.
This was in part because of her
financial aid but also because the
CGE granted her “miscellaneous
credit,” which is awarded on a
student-by-student basis to cover
additional expenses, according
to Ausec.
“I think if I knew where the
money [to Kenyon] was going,
I would feel more reassured,”
Kyla McLaughlin ’17, who also
studied abroad last semester
in Seville, said. “I didn’t think
my parents would say no to me
studying abroad, but I think that
they would question where the
money was going, just like I am.”
After
implementing
the
change, the CGE received a
number of calls from parents
asking about the change, according to Ausec. She said when she
explains why Kenyon the home
tuition model, most parents are
understanding. The model, Ausec said, puts the focus for choosing a program on academic quality, not price. Some schools don’t
let financial aid dollars pay program fees and others will limit
the number of students who can
go abroad or attend certain programs due to high fees. “When
we accept you [to Kenyon], we
make a commitment to you financially,” Ausec said.
Kenyon policy states that program costs above Kenyon tuition
will be covered by the student.
For the most expensive abroad
programs, including at Lady
Margaret Hall at Oxford University, this means paying the
difference in this case between
Oxford’s $39,375 in tuition and
room (not counting board) and
Kenyon’s $29,590 in tuition,
room and board. However, a semester at Oxford earns a student
three credits through two terms
at Oxford as opposed to the standard two credits a student would
earn at Kenyon in that time.
Thus, the student pays $13,125
per credit at Oxford, as opposed
to $14,795 per credit at Kenyon.
The CGE has not had a decrease in applicants, and Ausec
has not heard of any students
opting not to go abroad due to
the new financial model.
David Greising, whose daughter Greta, a senior, also studied
abroad last year in Seville, said
it might be more fair for Kenyon
to charge a fee for administrative costs as opposed to the home
tuition model. According to his
daughter, her program cost was
around $15,000, which was less
than what Kenyon charged her
to study abroad.
“I like the idea that they’re
encouraging students to study
abroad, David Greising said,
“but this new policy is, I think,
ill-considered.”
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EDITORIAL

Students should
have had voice
in Cove’s closure
Shutting down the Gambier Grill and consolidating nighttime debauchery to inside Peirce, a
change the College announced last week, will be
a detriment to student life.
Our representatives on Student Council were
completely shut out of the process of closing one
of the only late-night Village institutions that
serves primarily students.
This left Council scrambling to solicit student
feedback on a lengthy email survey, though what
effect, if any, this survey will have on College
policy and the future of past-midnight drinks
and dining remains unclear. We fear the effect
will be minimal.
Council should have been invited to discuss
the decision not to renew the Cove’s lease with
the College. This is not the first time College
officials have made sweeping choices without
consulting the student body under the auspices
of maintaining Gambier’s aesthetic “charm.”
Especially if the College decides to replace the
building with another in the style of the North
Campus Apartments, as the master plan indicates, it seems the College is bent on continuing to homogenize the look of businesses in the
Village.
The way in which the College went about closing an institution that matters to students points
to the disintegration of student voices in the
conversation about College policy. Announcing
the termination of the Grill’s lease on a Friday
afternoon feels like a cheap method of denying
student response and engagement, as all offices where students and other interested parties
might have offered their concerns or feedback
were closed by the time the news spread across
campus.
Furthermore, it is clear through its management of Peirce that AVI is lacking in employees.
Why does the College think it wise to charge
AVI with serving food and alcohol in Peirce Pub
when it has struggled this year to retain staff?
While the decision to shutter a small business
and invest in a multi-million-dollar corporation
is an old archetype, should the College expand
its business relationship with AVI we hope they
will address staffing policies in a way that is fair
both to employees and to those who may visit
the pub.

HAVE OPINIONS?
Feel Kenyon has become
overcrowded?
Think students should have a
longer drop/add period?
Confused about housing policies?
Write to us at
kenyoncollegian@gmail.com

YOOBIN HAN

Beating back winter boredom
Kenyon students could benefit from a January term.
AMY SCHATZ
Being home for break
always
seems
ideal
when I’m not at home.
More precisely, staying
in bed, watching Netf lix and having access
to a car seems awesome
when I’m at school and
it’s 3 a.m. and I’m trying
to find change to buy a
fourth bag of Ruff les
from the vending machine to help me finish
writing my paper before
dawn.
Yet when things begin to grind to a slow,
excruciatingly
boring
halt at home over break,
and I notice all I have to
look forward to for the
week are a lunch date on
Tuesday, a doctor’s appointment Wednesday
afternoon and a vague
personal promise to buy
more bras before Friday, I realize that I actually miss being productive and having stress to
drive me forward.
Many of my friends
and relatives don’t have
this problem; some of
them head back to the
same businesses they
worked at over the summer, some decide to go
on life-changing, Don
Quixote-esque drunken
romps across Europe
— and some, more and

more frequently, remain cover the value of selfon their schools’ cam- education”
through
puses to continue taking group projects and inclasses.
dependent studies, both
My cousin left home on campus and abroad.
before the new year for Unlike other schools
Colby College’s “Jan with similar winter proPlan,” a program offered grams, Oberlin actually
over the college’s winter requires that its stubreak
dents
for
comHaving the opstuplete
portunity to take at least
dents
to
three
a course over Kenyon’s
conwinter break could similar- Winter
duct
Term
ly ease the stress to which projresearch students here are prone.”
ects
or
prior to
an independent study, graduation.
pursue internships in
This seems like a big
fields of their interests miss on Kenyon’s part.
or take “non-tradition- Don’t get me wrong —
al,” quirky courses that a whole month is pretwould not usually be of- ty generous for a break,
fered during the fall or and I wouldn’t necesspring semesters. Unlike sarily want the pressure
the general curriculum that comes with designof the fall and spring se- ing and completing an
mesters, these Jan Plan entire project for course
experiences “are espe- credit in addition to two
cially concerned with already-stressful semesstrengthening capacities ters, but I do sometimes
for innovative think- wish Kenyon provided
ing, independent work, such an opportunity
creativity, intellectual to use my time more
exploration and experi- productively. I have a
mentation,” according friend at the Univerto Colby’s website.
sity of Delaware who
Oberlin’s four-week stayed on campus over
winter term focuses break to take calculus
more exclusively on en- — a class required for
abling students, as its his major, and which he
website says, to “dis- knew would have been a

“

struggle alongside four
other classes, extracurricular obligations and
a social life. Having the
opportunity to take a
course over Kenyon’s
winter break could similarly ease the stress to
which students here are
prone: We could take
classes we were blocked
out of during registration or especially difficult courses that would
be less stressful on a
quieter campus and
without the accompanying semester load, or
complete independent
studies, similar to what
the Kenyon Summer
Scholars do.
Such
a
program
would certainly incur
additional tuition costs
as well as require the
availability and willingness of faculty members
to teach, but there are
still plenty of valid reasons why Kenyon should
consider offering this
type of winter programming to students, especially when so many
other institutions of
similar caliber have
been doing so for years.
Amy Schatz ’17 is an
English major from West
Hartford, Conn. Contact
her at schatza@kenyon.
edu.
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End of Cove robs students of safe harbor for drinking
Closing Gambier’s cheapest dive
leaves students without options.
Shutting down the only cheap
bar on campus could have costI personally don’t love the ly consequences. Students are
Gambier Grill, better known as always going to be looking for
the Cove. I’m not writing this a cheap bar; some of them will
because I think it’s an impor- go to the VI instead. Others will
tant piece of campus culture or still want something as cheap as
because I love mac-and-cheese the Cove, and this will lead to
wedges. I’m writing this because them driving to bars and resthe rash decision to close the taurants off-campus. Following
Cove without an adequate and what I’m sure was a fun night
tested replacement is not only of debauchery, these students
dumb but also dangerous.
will want to sleep in their own
There
are
beds, and will
currently three
the
The rash decision make
bars in Gamdrive
back.
to close the Cove
bier: the KeSometimes
without
an
adequate and there will be
nyon Inn, the
Village Inn and tested replacement is not a designated
the Cove. They only dumb, but also dandriver,
but
differ wildly. gerous.
being
realRather than go
istic,
there
into the details of what makes probably won’t always be.
each unique, I’m going to focus
Another reason the Cove is
on what is ultimately the main beloved by many students is its
difference between these loca- hours: It stays open until 2 a.m.,
tions: their price.
something no other business in
The KI has an expensive bar, Gambier can claim. If a replacethe VI, mid-range, while the ment for the Cove is not open
Cove the cheapest of the three. until 2 a.m. on Wednesdays, FriCollege students like to drink days and Saturdays (and 1 a.m.
on the cheap, which makes the on other nights), students will,
Cove an attractive option.
as mentioned, seek out substi-

SAM TROPER

“

Illustration by Henry Uhrik

tutes. They are going to have to
drive there. Then they will drive
back. Think of the possible scenarios again.
The Cove is also the only
source of delivery food besides
pizza offered late at night.
Drunk people like cheap food.
While pizza is great, having it as
the only option isn’t ideal.
Students will try to get their
non-pizza fix at other locations.

Walking campus in a driving county
Students suffer from lack of off-campus transit.
JACQUELEEN ENG
All you needed were a few
things from Walmart. Some
ramen, a few bananas, a new
air freshener. Lacking a car on
campus or a friend with one,
you take the shuttle that comes
on Wednesdays, Fridays and
Saturdays. It’s about 20 minutes late, but you don’t have
another choice. It comes, drops
you off, tells you it’ll be back in
an hour. You shop away. You
wait outside on the bench surrounded by plastic bags and despair. The shuttle doesn’t come.
You’re stranded at the bustling
Mount Vernon Walmart. You’re
hungry and resort to eating the
Lunchable you bought. The
shuttle eventually comes, but
its arrival cannot recover the
lost morale of your evening.
Though Kenyon is often
billed as a “walking campus,”
traveling into town or to the
airport is a different issue. The
shuttle is a free way to town, but
it is inconsistent, rarely showing up on time. It only operates
three days a week, and while
there has been talk of increasing it to daily service, its reliability is questionable. Students
rely on this transportation not
only for groceries, but also for
rides into town to get medication, supplies for class, volun-

teering and other time-sensi- most f lexible schedule, often
tive errands. There is currently picking up passengers at 6:45
no school-sponsored airport a.m. and returning at 5:34 p.m.
shuttle either, a service many — for $10.
other schools provide. I know
The second option is to rent
plenty of students — myself in- one of the UhaulCarShare vecluded — who were stranded at hicles available in the lot of
the airport because of incon- Watson Residence Hall. A few
sistent arrival times with the friends and I did this last seGambier Coach and other taxi mester. Driving to Columbus
services.
for the day cost us $60, and the
Part of Kenyon’s appeal is car we rented was poorly kept,
its rural location. The corn- needed an oil change and had a
fields and green landscape are broken gas card. Split, it wasn’t
a change of
bad, but for
pace for me, a
Part of Kenyon’s one or two
girl from the
people, it
appeal is its rural would be a
suburbs of the
location. Despite substantial
overpopulated
the
appeal
of the quiet,
state of New Jercost.
sey. Despite the focused vibe, I would like
Getting
appeal of the for Kenyon to have more
into town
quiet, focused
and
the
reliable methods of
vibe, I would
surroundlike for Kenyon transportation.
ing
area
to have more
shouldn’t
reliable methbe as difods of transportation. When I ficult as it is. No matter how
visited and applied here, I was much you love Kenyon, the
told there was adequate trans- small-town feel can get a bit
portation for getting to Mount tiring. Whether you want to
Vernon and even to Columbus. go to Columbus or simply walk
I enjoy going to concerts back around Mount Vernon, the ophome, and I wanted to have the tions to do so should be availopportunity to see shows in a able, reliable and easy.
larger setting than those found
in Gambier. The most cost-efJacqueleen Eng ’19 is undefective option is to take the Go- clared from Chatham, N.J. ConBus — which does not have the tact her at engj@kenyon.edu.

“

They will have to drive there and
back to get it.
I’m not confident that a replacement bar that will only
serve wine and beer (not hard
liquor), run in Peirce Pub by
AVI, will be able to address the
issues I have discussed. Frankly,
I’ve only just begun to touch on
the services offered to this campus by the Cove. I don’t think
the College has thought this is-

sue all the way through; I do
think they won’t change course
no matter what anyone says. It’s
unfortunate, but without a proven replacement there’s a chance
someone could be hurt or injured by a drunk driver.
Sam Troper ’18 is an economics and math major from
Worthington, Ohio. Contact him
at tropers@kenyon.edu.

Home, near and far
EVE BROMBERG
There’s nothing like racing
up the stairs of your home at the
start of winter break to be greeted
by your family, whom you haven’t
seen for months. They stare at you,
gawking in a state of disbelief, unsure if you’re really you, while simultaneously checking to see if
you’ve kept up with your personal
hygiene. This is the reality of returning home for a college student.
The transition to college is a
significant one. When we arrive
here, there is a sense of loss — and
how can there not be? We’ve given
up our home for the college setup
with its bathrooms and cinderblock walls, which stand in stark
contrast to our prior settings. But
eventually our surroundings get
the best of us, taking up our attention and causing us to forget what
it was like at home. We become acclimated.
The dorms are what make this
place feel like a home. Living with
people who are experiencing the
exact same things allows for empathy. At what other point in your life
will it be acceptable to fall into a fit
of laughter because reading another page of Aristotle will make you
want to lack in virtue? Being away
at school helps drown out feelings
of homesickness.
When we return to where we’ve
come from, we’re confronted with
the oddity of these two different
lives. There’s a lack of independence, because once again we’re

under the care of someone. There’s
an element of wanting to prove
your acquired knowledge, and so
we find ourselves making weak
references in situations, confident
that the argument over what kind
of vegetables to make for a holiday
meal perfectly resembles some esoteric text we read in a political science course.
When at home, we miss the Hill
— or at least I did. This in itself is
disappointing because it should
feel good to be home, no? It should
be a treat to be reunited with the
family and the house you have
missed, yet I felt like a visitor in
my own city that I thought I would
have missed more.
Being back home brought feelings of conflict and confusion: How
do I sort through these thoughts?
Why can’t I enjoy my time here
and now? How can “home” still be
my home if I only visit? How can
the place where I go to school now
be my home when it’s still foreign?
I don’t know if these questions are
meant to be answered. Perhaps the
place we return to during break becomes our home away from home,
when in fact we’d thought the opposite when leaving for college.
In the end — and however
much like Joan Didion I sound
— you have two homes. Both are
good.
Eve Bromberg ’19 is undeclared
from Brooklyn, N.Y. Contact her at
bromberge@kenyon.edu.
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Pulling the trigger: Are warnings needed?
Students face off on the proliferation of caution on academic syllabi.
TOBY BAUMANN

quences — for both students
and professors — that need
Once only prominent in to be taken into account.
the fringe corners of the
Though trigger warnings
blogosphere, trigger warn- may seem purely beneficial
ings now can be found on to students who have sufsyllabi throughout the na- fered trauma, normalizing
tion. A multitude of student avoidance measures may engroups and faculty has called able students to perpetufor many colleges and uni- ate emotionally unhealthy
versities to accommodate coping mechanisms. The
students who struggle with National Center for PTSD
the after-effects of trauma, claims on their website that
sparking controversy over “Avoidance is a common rewhether or not the warnings action to trauma. It is natural
are necesto want to
sary.
avoid thinkThough trigger
As the
ing about or
warnings may
discourse
feeling emohas begun
tions about
seem purely
to develop, beneficial to students who a
stressful
many opevent.
But
have suffered trauma,
ponents
when avoidof trigger normalizing avoidance
ance is exmeasures may enable
warnings
treme,
or
have been students to perpetuate
when it’s the
too quick emotionally unhealthy
main
way
to
lump
you cope, it
coping mechanisms. Many can interfere
them into
the nebu- highly valuable novels and with
your
lous, om- films, as well as factual his- emotional
nipresent
torical texts, often explore recovery and
scapegoat
healing.”
themes of trauma.
of “politiWhen
cal
coravoidance
rectness,” as if the concept extends into material that is
itself is some sort of demon required for class, it needs to
whose existence is at odds be considered whether that
with the survival of liberal coping mechanism is still
education. That is neither a healthy. While reasonable acreasonable nor rational angle commodation is something
to take. Adding trigger warn- that absolutely needs to be
ings to academic courses provided (and is something
however carries real conse- that Kenyon has often failed

“

Dear Emily
Y)

Hey Emily,
I just started using Tinder and it’s very stressful. A
girl I know “Super Liked” me, but what does that mean?
Does she wanna hook up? Or is it just a “hey, we’re
friends” like? Am I obligated to like her back?
Sincerely,
Tindered Out
Dear Tindered Out,
Let me just say a few things first. One, Tinder at Kenyon is super f ’ing weird. Inevitably, when you’re Tindering
on campus, you’re going to see matches (or non-matches)
around. And because fate has a wicked sense of humor,
it’ll be while you’re shoving Froot Loops in your mouth,

at — e.g., the recent controversy over emotional support
animals), solutions to mental health issues interfering
with academics should focus
on treatment that allows students to be able to do their
work, not avoid it.
Putting trigger warnings
on syllabi is a step toward
legitimizing this avoidance
and poses potential problems for professors considering what readings to assign.
Students are expected to gain
required knowledge from
any given class, and if material marked as potentially
triggering discourages students from engaging with it,
professors could be left with
fewer options to assign and
overall course quality may
suffer.
Many highly valuable novels and films, as well as factual historical texts, often
explore themes of trauma.
Professors should not feel
discouraged from including these in their curriculae
or challenging students with
potentially provocative concepts.
Though trigger warnings
may have a place at Kenyon, we must ensure that our
standards of education are
thoroughly preserved.
Toby Baumann ’19 is undeclared from Mount Vernon,
Ohio. Contact him at baumannt@kenyon.edu

HAYLEY YUSSMAN

Not only can trigger warnings
improve the academic environFor years, trigger warnings have ment; they often also lead to more
sparked heated debates across col- empathetic and informed social
lege campuses. In fact, these warn- climates on college campuses.
ings, which give students advance Trigger warnings encourage even
notice of potentially anxiety-in- unaffected students to pause and
ducing content in class readings or consider the severity of the issues
lectures, have elicited discord with- being discussed and how traumatin our own community. Though ic events and mental health play an
segments of our faculty and stu- integral part in many of their peers’
dent body deny the necessity of lives. In turn, this better undertrigger warnings, I believe these standing often leads to respectful
warnings facilitate a productive conversations about these issues in
and empathetic academic and so- social situations rather than fights
cial environment.
sparked by insensitive remarks
Trigger warnings, for students and uninformed commentary.
who have experienced traumatic
Trigger warnings have the poevents or are working through tential to improve the college exmental health
perience for
issues, can preIf certain triggers all students
vent a potentialin terms
have the potenly panic-filled
of
both
tial to severely
day. Not only
academic
can
trigger- interfere with students’
and social
ing readings or well-being, it is irresponsi- learning.
lectures, if pre- ble to intentionally expose Though
sented without
opponents
advance notice, students to these feared
often cite
interfere with a topics.
trigger
student’s conwarnings as
centration during the class period, causes of weakness and ignorance,
they can also have a negative intel- in reality they create an environlectual and emotional impact that ment where both strong character
persists beyond the given lecture. and intellect can develop. The presThough critics of these warnings ence of trigger warnings at Kenyon
assert students must face their fears has helped cultivate the welcoming
eventually, it is not our business to and understanding community
dictate when or how people choose that is a hallmark of the College.
to heal. If certain triggers have the
potential to severely interfere with
Hayley Yussman ’18 is an Engstudents’ well-being, it is irrespon- lish and political science major
sible to intentionally expose stu- from River Forest, Ill. Contact her
dents to these feared topics.
at yussmanh@kenyon.edu.

stumbling out of Peirce at 9:39 a.m. for a Tuesday
class. Two, the “Super Like” is honestly terrifying to
me. Ask me another time about the man who Super Liked me all the way from Cleveland with the
promise he “will grow” and that he’s looking for an
“attractive and very beautiful woman.” Those are expectations I just can’t live up to. For those who don’t
know, the Super Like allows a user to show another
user they have liked them — a feature that doesn’t
accompany a regular like; apparently it’s supposed
to boost the chances of a match by something like
300 percent.
OK, back to you. My rule of thumb for the Super
Like is you’re not required to like them back. It adds
a layer of pressure for which no one is prepared. Like
I said, the Tinder scene at Kenyon is strange, as you
most likely will see people on the app, and subsequently in real life, whom you recognize. So if you’re
friends, but not super close friends (or Super Like
friends), as I’m gathering you’re not, I would say it’s
crispy (trying to make this the new “chill” — let me
know if this is fated to be like Gretchen’s “fetch”) to
like back and casually chat. It may be the lesser of
two evils, because to deny that Super Like would be
like shooting down someone at his highest and being forced to watch him fall. So during the chatting

“

phase, just hint casually that you’re not looking for
anything.
I’ve liked and matched with friends at Kenyon on
Tinder and it’s casual and fun. It doesn’t have to be
sexual or romantic if you don’t want it to be. There’s
a hypersensitivity about the app on campus, because
it takes some balls to turn on your discovery feature
inside the Kenyon Bubble. A like — or Super Like —
here could be an actual “hey, I like you” or it could
be a “we’re friends, I’ll like you for the heck of it and
because it’s funny that we’re clearly both out here
tryna” kind of thing. But you won’t know unless you
match and see.
Love always,
Emily
Emily Sakamoto ’16 is an English major with
a concentration in creative writing and a minor in
messing with people’s personal lives, whether they ask
for advice or not, from North Oaks, Minn. Contact
her at sakamotoe@kenyon.edu.
Submit your questions about love and life to
the Collegian’s advice column.
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Mount Vernon store offers big muscles in small boxes
Owner and collector Steve Alicie helps customers get their action-figure fix.
tomers since opening the store.
“They say, ‘It’s about time
Stepping into the store at 23 we had a store like this,’” AliNorth Main Street in Mount cie said. He noted that several
Vernon feels like entering a col- Kenyon students have come in,
lector’s hall closet. Small and including one who bought a Batdark, its walls loaded with ac- man couch throw. Mainly, the
tion figures, Alicie’s Action Fig- shop attracts children, as well
ure Frenzy acts half as a treasure as a group of local action-figure
trove for a niche market, half as collectors who, like him, have
the storage room for a growing collected for years.
collection .
Alicie never expected his pas“Opening the shop is an op- sion to develop into a business.
portunity that I jumped at,” Much of the store still reflects
Steve Alicie, the store’s owner, his original interest in wrestling
said.
figures, and miniature muscuEvery mornlar men take
ing, Alicie arup most of
Opening the
rives at the
one wall, beshop is an opshop, packages
low several
orders he re- portunity that I jumped at wrestling
ceived the pre- ... They say, ‘It’s about time posters.
vious day and we had a store like this.’
The store
takes them to
has also althe post oflowed him
fice.
Though Steve Alicie, owner
to connect
Alicie founded
with
the
the
business
community.
through eBay in 2006, his brick- During Mount Vernon’s downand-mortar location in down- town street fairs on the first Fritown Mount Vernon is only 18 day of every month, he somemonths old; he estimated he still times invites wrestling legends
conducts 60 percent of his busi- to the shop for signings. Most
ness online. Still, he has received recently was Jim Cornette, a
a positive response from cus- wrestling manager, booker and

FRANCES SAUX

“

Various Star Wars and Marvel toys line the shelves in Alicie’s store. Photo by Sonia Prabhu

commentator who currently acts
as executive producer of the TV
series Ring of Honor Wrestling.
But Alicie has expanded his
shop in response to customer demand to include figures from a
variety of worlds, including DC
and Marvel. He also keeps up
with current trends. Star Wars
characters sit by the cash register in a nod to the recent release

Class mixes fact with fiction

of Star Wars: The Force Awakens.
“The next phenomenon is going to be Batman versus Superman,” Alicie said, “so I got that
stuff.”
Alicie’s favorite action figure?
A representation of himself. He
indicated the package hanging
on the back wall beneath a sign
that read: “ITEMS ON THIS
WALL ARE NOT FOR SALE.”

Professors’ new writing seminar
blends science and humanities

HANNAH LEE LEIDY
A small group has big plans
for Kenyon’s writing sphere.
On Monday through Thursday of this week, a group of 15
students are gathering nightly in Davis House’s seminar
room to sample the College’s
first science-writing workshop, the trial run for a possible future course.
Professor of Biology Chris
Gillen, Professor of English
Sergei
Lobanov-Rostovsky
and Elizabeth Lopatto ’06,
science editor of The Verge,
an online publication that reports on technology, science,
art and culture, are leading
the workshop. Though the
workshop is only a few days
long, Lopatto said she hopes
students will acquire editing
skills and a reading list that
will help them further pursue
science writing. Students attending the workshop started
the week with a piece of writing and were slated to work
on self-editing and rewriting
during the four class meetings.
While the term “science
writing” might bring images of lab reports and empirical journal articles to mind,
the key word is “workshop.”
This trial workshop is similar
to Kenyon’s creative-writing

Professor Sergei Lobanov-Rostovsky, right, lectures during the science-writing workshop. Photo by
Sonia Prabhu

workshop courses, apart from
its science theme.
The goal of the workshop is
to teach students how to convert scientific jargon into a
language that is accessible to
a broader audience. Lobanov-

Rostovsky anticipated that
students would be able to exercise their creative-writing
skills by making their science
ideas more than just readable
— but also literary.
The combination of litera-

He took the package off its
hook. Inside, a miniature Alicie stared straight ahead, his
name written in large letters on
the box. Alicie said he commissioned it; he sent the company
pictures of himself from several
angles, which it used to create
the customized figure.
“It was not inexpensive,” he
said, putting it back.

ture and science is growing in
recognition; books like Silent
Spring, The Immortal Life of
Henrietta Lacks and The Tipping Point are just a few members of the genre.
The workshop is not just

for science students, LobanovRostovsky said. There are
“natural points of contact between the humanities and the
sciences,” he said, and the
workshop leaders hope interested students with diverse
academic backgrounds will
make up the workshop’s participants. “What’s fun about
this is the collaboration,” Gillen said.
Rachel Maas ’17, a chemistry
major, said she has long been
interested in science writing
and is considering it as a possible career path. Maas’s goal
in the workshop is to practice
removing herself from a scientific subject so that it becomes
more literary.
“I hope that it’ll make me a
little more aware of the word
choices I’m making and how
the audience takes in that
word choice,” she said.
“We want to create settings
where, together — the College
and students — can explore
how you do that,” Gillen said
when discussing how science
can be literary.
“The kind of science education they get here is better and
certainly different than what
they get at other institutions,”
Gillen said, attributing it to
the fact that scientists at Kenyon emphasize communication and writing.
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Enterprising sophomore brings Silicon Valley to Ohio

Sam Troper ’18 partners with Microsoft to promote tech entrepreneurship on campus.
summers, he’s worked at a science and technology camp
While Kenyon is less well- teaching computer science and
known for its technology than programming.
for its English programs, Sam
He applied last summer but
Troper ’18 wants to change the was not accepted during the
perception of tech on campus, first round. When the proin part through his new role gram expanded in December,
as a Microsoft
Troper was
Student Partadmitted for
ner (MSP).
Microsoft wants this semester
The MSPs
and intends
to reach out to
are part of a
to continue
students. I wanted to ap- in this proworldwide
program
in ply because it will help me gram until
which college- do things that I’m already he graduates
level students doing, especially with
as long as he
are
spon- Computing Club.
is accepted
sored — both
each year.
financially
“Microand with con- Sam Troper ’18
soft
wants
tacts — to
to reach out
share their love of technology to students,” Troper said. “I
at their campus. They are ex- wanted to apply because it
pected to master the latest Mi- will help me do things that
crosoft technologies as well I’m already doing, especially
as be leaders in their com- with Computing Club.” The
munities, usually by directing program provides him with
workshops or initiating tech- resources such as money for
focused projects.
projects, but Troper was most
Troper, a mathematics and interested in what MSP could
economics major with a con- do for his club and Kenyon’s
centration in scientific com- student body, which is why
puting, was a perfect candi- the majority of his attention is
date. He is the president of still directed at the Computing
Kenyon’s Computing Club Club.
and conducted Python proThe Computing Club —
gramming research with As- more popularly known in their
sistant Professor of Economics emails as “Hack the Hill” — is
PJ Glandon this past summer. currently working on an app
Additionally, for the past two to replace Safe Rides, a former

REGAN HEWITT
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Answer
What U.S. city’s water has been
heavily contaminated with lead
over the past year?

Kenyon Greek-run service that
provided free transportation
to students on weekend nights,
that, according to Troper, is
“nearly done.” The idea was
conceived at the beginning of
the fall semester and development picked up in November.
The app will allow one to
submit a pick-up and drop-off
location and number of passengers and will send a confirmation code to provide a safer
way to get ride. Additionally,
the app sends a text when the
vehicle is at the pick-up location.
Troper’s obligation as an
MSP requires him to run
events “where I teach something about programming
or using Cloud computing,”
Troper said. “The only requirements that Microsoft
gives me is that it has to be
computing-related and I have
to get certain attendance to
those events.”
On Sunday, Troper, cosponsored by Computing Club and
Microsoft, hosted his first
workshop, teaching students
how to pitch tech products.
Troper gave an example pitch
before splitting the students
into groups. They then worked
on their pitches and presented
them to a panel of judges, including Troper.
The winners of the pitch
contest were awarded prizes:

Sam Troper ‘18 will serve as Kenyon’s new Microsoft Student Partner.
Photo by Sonia Prabhu

first and second place received
$20 and $10 gift cards, respectively.

Troper’s ongoing projects
include finalizing the Safe
Rides-inspired app.

Sophomore Class Total: First-Year Class Total:

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

Margot Maley ‘16

Sarah Naguib ‘17

Dalin Frantz ‘18

Andrew Hall ‘19

Detroit

Flint, Mich.

Detroit

25

23

24

20

Flint, Mich.

Flint, Mich.

Which former vice presidential
candidate recently endorsed Donald
Trump for president?

Sarah Palin

Sarah Palin

Sarah Palin

Sarah Palin

Sarah Palin

Who is playing in the Super Bowl in
two weeks?

Panthers
and Broncos

49ers and Patriots

Broncos and
the Panthers

Carolina Panthers and
Denver Broncos

Panthers and
Broncos

What year did the current
Gambier Grill open?

2002

2007

2000

1972

2005

2

3

2

Weekly Scores

2
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Deconstructing [in]securities

The Gund Gallery recently unveiled three thought-provoking exhibits, all of which pose
questions about and critiques of the role of technology and politics in the modern world.
in the past, like cavemen or something,” Yates said. “But what is this?
Huge installation art pieces and What does this say about us?”
dynamic photographs now fill BuThe subject of the room is archwald-Wright Gallery in the Gund resting in itself, yet also contains an
Gallery. Their subject matter? Sur- added layer of interest. When obveillance.
serving Checkpoint, the viewer imThe first week of classes this mediately recognizes the architecsemester brought on-campus art tural impossibility of the room. The
back into the spotlight when the medium of the diorama is maple,
gallery opened its doors to three hand- and machine-hewn to mathnew exhibitions; the works of Roxy ematical scale, but the perspective
Paine, Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, Ha- is off: Every piece is arranged and
run Farocki and Trevor Paglen are crafted in such a way that the room
shown in evocative yet minimal- appears largest toward the viewer
ist fashion. The opening reception while seeming smaller in the back,
Friday attracted about 100 attend- creating the illusion of a greater
ees, including students, faculty and space. As the viewer walks behind
Gambier residents.
the piece, he or she is able to underThe first piece one sees walking stand the trick as the architecture
into the exhibition space is Paine’s makes itself known.
Checkpoint, a large-scale diorama
Paine’s other works fill the galfocused on the kind of invasive sur- lery, providing political satire and
veillance that
provoking
is an everyday
thought. Revoccurrence
If you think about olution is a
in the modwooden, fulla diorama in a
ern
world.
scale
model
natural history
The diorama
of a speaker’s
contains an museum, it is preserving
podium with a
a moment in the past, like subway-esque
immediately
recognizable
turnstile
atcavemen or something.
Transportatached to the
But what is this? What
tion Security does this say about us?
back. The piece
Administraimplies an evtion, or TSA,
er-revolving
checkpoint, as Chris Yates, assistant director
political maone would en- of the Gund Gallery
chine within
counter in an
the
governairport. Harsh
ment,
confluorescents cast light on carved trolled by an omniscient political
wooden X-ray machines and secu- figure.
rity checkpoints.
Revolution was Zoe Chrissos’s ’18
The diorama format is an essen- favorite. “The speakers of Revolution
tial feature of Paine’s work, accord- — are they controlling what they are
ing to Christopher Yates, assistant saying, or are they being controlled
director of the gallery. “If you think by outside forces?” she said.
about a diorama in a natural history
Paine’s ideas of observation lend
museum, it is preserving a moment themselves well to another exhibit

ZOE CASE

“

Students view artist Roxy Paine’s Scrutiny, a maple-wood sculpture featured in the Gund Gallery’s new
exhibition examining issues of technology and control. Photos by Isabelle Brauer

in the Buchwald-Wright space. Photographers Farocki and Paglen’s Visibility Machines provide a more militaristic perspective to surveillance in
America. Paglen’s work comments
on the secrecy of American warmaking. His photographs depict
military bases from vantage points
miles away, taken from a distance so
he would not be caught photographing them illegally. His other work
depicts huge blue skies or beautiful
sunsets within which lie the small
dots of military raptor drones. “How
do we then think about how you observe, or are being observed?” Yates
said. After all, Paglen’s method of
photography is itself a kind of surveillance, even while the photographer himself is being surveilled.
Farocki’s pieces incorporate
both print and video work. One of

his works, Serious Games IV: A Sun
With No Shadow, is especially arresting: the piece explores the newest
interactions between virtual reality
and war. It depicts both new soldiers
preparing for war and former soldiers viewing virtual reality scenes
of traumatizing war. These scenes
are designed to incite a reaction
in them as a kind of psychological
treatment. Much of Farocki’s work
deals with the intense relationship
between traumatizing images and
the psyche of the soldier.
Finally, Rafael Lozano-Hemmer’s Level of Confidence is quietly
tucked around a corner on the Gund
Gallery’s first floor, away from the
upstairs gallery. It contains a computerized screen setup that detects
the viewer’s face and tries to match
their facial features to one of 43

missing students from Iguala, Mexico, who disappeared in 2014 while
studying at a teacher’s college. “The
software is trying to find them in
you,” Yates said. “How do we make
them present?” One of the most
heart-breaking pieces in the exhibition, Level of Confidence brings
the viewer closer than ever before
to those people whose tragedies are
aired nightly in the news.
These artists’ works on display in
the gallery are evocative, aesthetically beautiful and, perhaps most
importantly, timely.
“The work is very powerful,”
Yates said. “It raises questions. Disturbing questions.”
Farocki and Paglen’s works are
on view in the gallery through April
10; Paine and Lozano-Hemmer’s,
through May 30.

Artist Roxy Paine stands with Scrutiny; Paine, second from left, speaks with Molly Donovan ‘16, Chloe Friedman ‘16, Emma Garschagen ‘19, Gund Gallery Director Natalie Marsh
and President Sean Decatur; Donovan and Decatur at the opening.
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Oedipus brings vibrant mix of soul and techno to Horn
The OSU-student-turned-DJ will open for DJs Paypal and Taye on Saturday.
glass, and nearly needed to have their
hand amputated. Since then, Rose’s
Kenyon students may mention hand has not had the same dexterity.
the name “Oedipus” more often in
Now, as a DJ, Rose relishes discova classics seminar than on a rowdy ering new ways of listening to their
weekend-night concert at the Horn favorite music. “It’s kind of fun to go
Gallery.
through all the stuff that I listen to,
On Saturday, however, DJ and mu- and just find ways to flip the track,”
sician Oedipus, also known as Henny they said, saying that this “adds anRose, will take the stage at the Horn other dimension to listening to muas the opener for DJ Taye and DJ Pay- sic.”
pal. Oedipus’s performance will start
With their training in jazz, Rose
at 10 p.m.
often incorporates jazz and soul samRose is a third-year art history ples into their vibrant techno compimajor at The Ohio State University lations. Footwork, a style of dance acin Columbus
companying the
and an aspiring
genre of energetPeople who
musician who
might not other- ic techno music,
DJs on the side.
with rap and hip
According to wise be hip to that kind of hop influences,
Rose, who pre- music are coming out and originating in refers nonbinary getting exposed to it.
cent decades on
pronouns, the
the South Side
meaning behind
of Chicago, also
Henny Rose, DJ Oedipus
their mythologiplays into Rose’s
cal stage name is up for interpretation. mixes. They draw personal motivaRose has played saxophone for the tion from fellow musicians such as
past 12 years, learning the instrument Taye and Paypal, who are both perboth through their schools’ music pro- forming after Oedipus at the Horn on
grams and later on with an instructor. Saturday.
They decided to focus on producing
“[Taye and Paypal] are really inmusic as a DJ at the age of 17, after an fluential, not in the sense that I make
incident in which they badly injured stuff that sounds like what they make,”
their hand when they slipped and they said, “but influential in the sense
fell into a shower pane, shattering the that they have a lot of community

CLAIRE OXFORD

“

Oedipus, or Henny Rose, DJs at a previous event hosted at the Horn Gallery. They’ll be returning to
Kenyon this Saturday with their jazzy-techno beats. Photo by Sonia Prabhu

support and make really good music.”
Rose also appreciates that Taye follows
them on Instagram. (Rose’s username
is @clararockmoreeyes.)
Not only a musician and student,
Rose also helps manage the MINT
Collective in Columbus, housed in a
meat-packing building converted into
a studio space, through which artists

Portraying white supremacy

can have a location to collaborate, curate exhibitions and host parties or
concerts on weekends.
Despite having performing as Oedpius at the Horn before, Rose has
also attended several shows at Kenyon for fun. While OSU and the city
of Columbus attract a multitude of
well-known and popular performers,

YouTuber Leeman Kessler ’04
plays the part of H. P. Lovecraft

BAILEY BLAKER
The Harcourt Parish House
isn’t home to just Friday Café.
Kenyon’s newest chaplain, Rachel Kessler ’04, also resides
there with her husband, Leeman Kessler ’04, a character
actor most recognized for his
recurring role as 19th-century
horror writer H. P. Lovecraft
in his YouTube web series Ask
Lovecraft. The Kesslers moved
back to Gambier earlier this
year when Rachel accepted a
position as Harcourt Parish
chaplain, and they brought Leeman’s alter ego with them.
Leeman assumed the Lovecraft persona on Monday for a
dozen or so eager students and
community members as part of
a dinner and lecture sponsored
by Canterbury Kenyon. The informal discussion focused on
Lovecraft’s infamous reputation as a white supremacist.
“We’re not talking your awkward great-grandmother who
keeps a lawn jockey and is uncomfortable about the waitstaff
at Chili’s,” Kessler said. “This
is white supremacy and racism on a professional level, and
yet there is a lot of discomfort
in talking about it.” Kessler
showed no discomfort in addressing common responses to
Lovecraft’s racism.
According to Kessler, the

Leeman Kessler ’04, right, revealed the horror behind Lovecraft’s work — his blatant racism — during a
Jan. 25 lecture at the Harcourt Parish House, where Kessler also resides. Photo by Sonia Prabhu

presence of racial slurs throughout Lovecraft’s short stories
and personal correspondences
isn’t a detriment in the eyes of
some fans. “There’s a non-zero
number of Lovecraft fans for
whom his racism is a feature
and not a bug, and they send
me troubling emails,” he said.
“They’re a very, very small minority; most people are no more
or less racist than, you know, a
current candidate running for
president.”

Rose likes that the Horn gives upstart
artists the opportunity to share their
music with a larger, more receptive
audience.
“It’s a little bit more niche, which is
why it’s cool,” they said. “People who
might not otherwise be hip to that
kind of music are coming out and getting exposed to it.”

The up-front nature of Kessler’s presentation was refreshing for Paige Ballard ’18, who
knew little of Lovecraft or
his work before the event. “I
thought it was really cool hearing [Kessler’s] take on it as
someone so close to H. P. Lovecraft,” she said.
Kessler previously only knew
the figure of Lovecraft through
the roleplaying game Call of
Cthulhu, released in 1981 by
Chaosium. Decades later in

2010, he starred as Lovecraft in
a stage production of Stephen
Near’s Monstrous Invisible.
“It was a wonderful way to
get into this mind that was in
so many ways advanced in so
many subjects,” he said of the
play. “But at the same time
[he] was mired in the poison
of American white supremacy
and was unable to escape from
that.”
Kessler emphasized the importance of considering all

sides of Lovecraft’s persona and
being critical of both his work
and personal life. This approach
was especially appealing to Annie Devine ’18, who attended
the event as part of Professor of
English and Associate Provost
Ivonne García’s horror-centric
seminar titled Demons, Great
Whites and Aliens. “Coming
out of the lecture, I’d definitely
like to see what [Lovecraft] is
all about and get my own take
on his writing,” Devine said.
As an actor, Kessler is continuously drawn to the character of Lovecraft because of
the man’s complex motivations regarding race and social
inequalities. These play out
within Kessler’s YouTube series which explores Lovecraft’s
character in the guise of an advice show.
The series includes an elaborate backstory featuring a reanimated Lovecraft and his
not-so-evil twin brother, P. H.
Lovecraft — Kessler’s own invention for critiquing Lovecraft’s
more
controversial
views. In the show, the author
considers pop culture references and problems in the modern
world. Through his show, Kessler said, “H. P. Lovecraft is
back from the dead, and since
nobody reads anymore, he’s going into the profitable world of
self-help.”
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Terrible Children opens in NYC

Wine and energy flowed
at the alum-organized gallery

DEVON MUSGRAVEJOHNSON
Earlier this month, Harrison Curley ’15, Emily Sussman ’15 and Sussman’s roommate Elise Rise shook up
New York City’s Chinatown Soup
café and art gallery with their debut
curatorial exhibition entitled Terrible Children. During its opening
reception on Jan. 14, more than 200
people passed through the small café
over the course of three hours, viewing the art and consuming 48 bottles
of wine.
The exhibition featured 20 pieces
by nine young artists, including Curley, Ashley Thompson ’15 and Cat
Raynor ’15. Each piece was available
for sale, their prices ranging from
$350 to $5,000. Two pieces — one by
Rise, who graduated from Princeton
University this past spring, which
was listed for $350 and one by artist
Brielle Mordant, listed for $1,200 —
have already been sold, while talks
are ongoing about two others.
Using Kickstarter, Curley, Sussman and Rise raised $3,000 in less
than two weeks this past October to
fund the project. From there, they
had to find a space to hold their exhibition, gather pieces to display, get
the word out about the exhibition,
install the art, and figure out logistics for the event — all while working
their day jobs.
“It was really ideal because we
were working with so much fantastic talent, so we had all these fantastic

The gallery featured works from several Kenyon artists including a video piece by Harrison Curley ’15, pictured in a screenshot above. Image
by Eileen Cartter

people that would come in and help
us do things,” Sussman said.
According to Curley, the classes
and internships he had at Kenyon
helped give him the skills he needed
to complete this endeavor.
“We decided that we were going to do this, and we were going
to make something that was all our

own.” Curley said. “It was like we
wanted it, so we went out and got it.
I think what Kenyon gave us is very
special: the ability to go out there and
just make something we want happen.”
Since the exhibition opened during winter break, a few current Kenyon students were able to attend the

event. Susannah Davies ’18, heard
about the exhibit through a Facebook event Curley made.
“I thought the exhibit was really
well done,” Davies said. “I’ve been to
a lot of galleries but there was something about knowing the artist and
the curator [that] added a lot to the
enjoyment of the exhibition.”

Now that they have completed
their first big project since graduation, the pair intends to keep moving
forward.
“This was wonderful, amazing,
and I’m proud of us, but we need to
keep going,” Curley said. “I want to
keep going until this is a thing that
I do and not a thing that happened.”

Waite Recital captivates with instrumental pieces
Ten exceptional student-musicians delighted a full crowd in Brandi Recital Hall.
ERICA RABITO

Tom Cox ’17 performs “Homage to a Bebop Drummer” on Saturday
night. Photo by Daniel De Andrade

On Saturday, audience members filled nearly every seat of
Brandi Recital Hall . Those gathered eagerly awaited the performances of some of the best musicians Kenyon has to offer as part
of the prestigious Angela P. Waite
Recital.
Each semester, students who
perform best in their juries are
chosen to take part in the recital.
As part of a gift from Charles P.
Waite to his wife, Angela P. Waite,
to commemorate their wedding
anniversary in 2000, the Angela
P. Waite Student Recital Series has
taken place every year since. This
year’s honorees and participants
performed their winning pieces
on Saturday, and all clearly demonstrated why they were chosen to
be part of this prestigious group.
Clara Yetter ’18 has been playing the flute for a decade, and
though apprehensive beforehand,
considers being chosen to take
part in this year’s recital a great
honor.
“This is my first time, so it
should be interesting,” Yetter said.
“It’s supposed to be a really big
honor. Then we get our names on

“

The thought of participating in a jury is
really stressful to me, but after seeing
that recital it gave me more of a motive
to do the jury than just moving up to the next level.
Emily Davis ’19

the wall in the downstairs lounge
[of Storer]. They make a plaque
every year, which is nice.” Yetter’s
unaccompanied solo piece for the
flute truly displayed her mastery of
the instrument, and allowed it to
be the sole focus of the audience’s
attention.
Guitarist Evan Rasch ’17 described participating in the recital
as stressful. “It’s definitely nervewracking to play guitar like that,
just to have everyone watching
you,” he said. “It’s the kind of thing
where every time I do it it’s a terrifying experience, but I think that’s
kind of what makes it worth it. I
like challenging myself and putting myself in an uncomfortable
position like that because it’s really
rewarding once you finish — you
feel very much accomplished.”
Despite his nerves, Rasch demonstrated his talent with the guitar
in a technically difficult piece that

wowed the audience.
Even for those not included in
the recital, the prestige and excitement surrounding the event provides additional incentive to improve for those in beginner-level
lessons, and to continue to hone
their craft.
“The thought of participating
in a jury is really stressful to me,
but after seeing that recital it gave
me more of a motive to do the jury
than just moving up to the next
level,” pianist Emily Davis ’19 said.
“The honor of participating in the
recital definitely inspires me to
keep working hard.”
Other participants in the recital
included violinist Percy Gates ’16,
vocalist Allison James ’16, drummer Thomas Cox ’17, vocalist Henry Quillian ’17, guitarist Zoey Tatarsky ’17, violinist Alayne Wegner
’17, and pianists Joseph Schutz ’18
and Jeremy Moore ’19.
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team competes in the North
Coast Athletic Conference
Kenyon swimming and div- (NCAC) regional championing is slowly winding down its ship in mid-February.
regular season to prepare for
The weekend was sentitheir championship run, but mental for the team, as the
they continue to blow away seniors swam their last dual
their competition in the pool. meet during Saturday’s SeLaunching off two weeks of nior Day against OWU. Both
training in Florida, the Lords days had athletes swimming
and Ladies crushed their in their so-called “second”
competition on Friday and events, allowing many swimSaturday, beating Wittenberg mers to swim personal bests in
University 219-80 and 209-79 events in which they normally
and Ohio
do not comWesleyan
pete.
You can surprise
University
One such
yourself. Your
151-65 and
athlete was
149-56, re- main events can be stress- Katie Kaestspectively.
ner ’16, priful so it’s nice to put your
“The fomarily
a
mind off of those things
cal point of
breaststrothis week and swim something com- ker,
who
was
just pletely different.
chose to comracing and
pete in varicompetous
sprint
Katie Kaestner ’16
ing,” Head
freestyle
Coach Jess Book ’01 said, not- events, butterf ly and backing a reduced emphasis on stroke races over the weekend.
split times. “Having that f lex- Kaestner helped secure four
ibility can be enjoyable.”
first-place finishes for the
Book wanted the swimmers Ladies, including in the 100
to have a “little bit more fun” individual medley (IM) and
this weekend. With the season 100 backstroke against Witnow nearly two-thirds of the tenberg on Friday and in the
way finished, Book hoped the 50 free on Saturday against
two dual meets would offer OWU. On Saturday, Kaestner
a much-needed “mental and also joined Hannah Lobb ’16,
emotional break” before the Haley Townsend ’16 and Jen-

“

Seniors from the swim and dive teams stand with Assistant Coach Doug Lennox, second from right, during the team’s Senior Day celebration. Courtesy of Kenyon Athletics

ner McLeod ’17 to claim victory in the 200-yard freestyle
relay.
“You can surprise yourself,” Kaestner said. “Your
main events can be stressful,
so it’s nice to put your mind
off of those things and swim
something completely different.”
Kaestner was one of 15 seniors recognized over the
weekend for both her success

Lords drop game to Oberlin
COLIN AINSWORTH
OBERLIN
KENYON
HIRAM
KENYON

76
59
92
74

After suffering a blowout
loss to Ohio Wesleyan University before break, the Lords
have gone on multiple losing
and winning streaks. Their inconsistency leaves them with
a 7-11 record on the season
and a 4-7 record in conference
play. Last night, the Lords fell
76-59 to the Oberlin College
Yeomen. Guard Alexander
Powell ’18 had 12 points in the
loss for the Lords, who allowed
the Yeomen to shoot 13-24 on
3-pointers.
Coming off three straight
wins, the Lords fell to the Wittenberg University Tigers 7870 on January 20. Wittenberg
relied on a full-team effort,
tallying 42 points in the paint
with five separate players scoring in double digits.
Kenyon produced offensively as well, staying close
throughout the game thanks
to 28 points from the bench
unit and superb shooting. The
Lords shot 54 percent from
beyond the arc, keeping Kenyon within striking distance
for the full 40 minutes, even if

and years of commitment to
the team. The senior Lords
and Ladies notched a number of wins over the weekend,
including in both 200-yard
medley relays against Wittenberg. The team composed
of seniors Ryan Funk, Percy
Gates, Mark Newell, and Joey
Duronio took first with a time
of 1:33.32, while seniors Haley Townsend, Hannah Lobb,
Natalie Parker and Megan

Ladies bball extends
win streak to four
NOAH NASH
KENYON
OBERLIN

KENYON
HIRAM

Point guard Tim Connolly ’16 goes up for a layup against three Wittenberg defenders. Courtesy of Kenyon Athletics

they never proverbially struck.
Consistency is often mirrored by effort. “We’ve got to
get back our identity that we
had at the beginning of the
year,” Ethan Shapiro ’17 said
about the team’s hot-and coldnature. “Energy has been big
for us. During that win streak,
we really tried to emphasize energy, especially on the
bench.”

The Lords’ string of tough
play continued Saturday, as
the team lost 92-74 to the Hiram College Terriers. The Terriers’ 56 points in the paint
and 20 forced turnovers were
too much for the Lords to
handle, despite solid performances from point guard Tim
Connolly ’16 and guard Matt
Shifrin ’19, who scored 17 and
19 points, respectively.

Morris won in 1:49.67.
Mariah Williamson ’16
also won the 1,000 freestyle
event while Maria Zarka ’16
took first in both the onemeter and three-meter diving events against Wittenberg
for the Ladies; also on Friday,
Funk took first in the 50-yard
backstroke and the 100-yard
breaststroke, and Brandon
Roman ’16 placed first on the
1-meter and 3-meter boards.

55
51

49
35

Over the last month, Ladies basketball has caught fire.
While the team started the season on a successful note, going
5-3 in their first eight games,
the Ladies appeared to really
find their groove over winter
break and have won eight of
their last 10 games.
Last night, the Ladies won
55-51 against Oberlin College at
home, hitting their free throws
down the stretch to secure the
victory. The Ladies’ overall record now stands at 13-6 with a
North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) record of 7-3, a
record that places them third in
the NCAC standings.
The Ladies also earned a
dominant 49-35 road victory
over Hiram College on Saturday. In the win, forward Bailey Dominguez ’17 had a teamhigh 16 points on 7-17 shooting,
but it was the team’s overall
defense that stole the show. In
holding Hiram to 35 points, the

Ladies had their best defensive
game since 2009, when they
held Oberlin College to just 27
points.
“We had a lot to prove when
we went to Hiram last weekend,” Dominguez said earlier
this week. “Considering that
they took a close game from us
earlier in the season, holding
them to 35 points in their own
gym was very satisfying and
definitely a testament to how
much we’ve worked on our defense this year.”
Though the Ladies have
played well this season, building a strong record, Dominguez
understands the importance of
consistency and focus as the
Ladies starts to hit the playoff
push.
“We have a very young
team,” Dominguez said. “So as
the games start to have more
riding on them in these next
few weeks, we just need to focus
on consistent execution on both
ends of the floor.”
The team has six games remaining, all against fellow
NCAC teams, so it bodes well
that the team has won their
last four games. The Ladies
next play on Saturday at 1 p.m
against Allegheny College.
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Ryder Sammons ’19 folds in half mid-flight to perform a pike dive at the Kenyon swim and dive meet on Saturday against Wittenberg University. Photo by Jess Kusher

Walk-ons help anchor Lords and Ladies diving team

After four years of shaky membership, the program welcomes five new members.
JESS KUSHER
Megan
Remillard
’16
joined the Ladies swim and
dive team on a whim. Without any prior diving experience, Remillard walked onto
the team as a first year back
in 2012. Four years later, the
dive team’s tradition of walkons continues as the program
works to solidify its place
beside the record-holding
swimming program.
“Almost half the team is
walk-ons” Remillard said.
“We contribute just as much.”
As a first year, Remillard
took a lifeguarding certification class under Andy Scott,
Kenyon’s new diving coach at
the time. Diving had always
fascinated Remillard, as she
grew up a swimmer, watching the divers practice on the
trampoline at her pool.
While taken by their grace,
Remillard never pictured
herself as a diver. “I thought
it was like gymnastics where
you have to start when you’re
very little or just out of the
womb,” Remillard said. She
did not consider taking up
diving until she saw Maria
Zarka ’16 practicing her dives
during their freshman year.
“I was just like, wow, that
looks awesome.”
Soon after, Remillard approached Scott about joining
the team. Scott was pleased
by her interest in the sport
since all of his recruits but
Zarka had decided not to
dive. In response, Remillard
recruited her hallmate, Emily Bulik-Sullivan ’16, to join
them. Brandon Roman ’16, a
diver since the fifth grade,
quickly rounded out the team
to create Kenyon’s most con-

sistent diving program up to
that point.
Now, three years later, history is repeating itself.
This fall rock climber
Isaac Hager ’19 moved into
Lewis, unsure of which extracurriculars he would join
at Kenyon. Then, like BulikSullivan before him, he met
a hallmate, Ryder Sammons
’19, who convinced him to
join the dive team. Sammons,
who has been diving for over

a year abroad at Exeter University. The group also includes two new first-year divers, Madeline Carlson and
Frances Anderson Bicknell.
Right on track with Scott’s
goal to have between eight
and 10 divers, the new team
is brimming with potential.
Since joining, Sammons has
taken first on the 1-meter
board twice, and the 3-meter board once. Additionally,
Carlson, Roman and Zarka

to be a bit of a wild side but
you’ve got to have grace and
power.”
The current dive team does
actively searches for Kenyon
students with a background
in gymnastics, ballet and
swimming to join their group
— but potential new members
also need to have a certain
sort of toughness. Sometimes
that toughness is pushed to
its limits, as with Bulik-Sullivan, who retired her sopho-

Maria Zarka ’16 twists in a free dive during a meet at Kenyon last Friday. Photo by Jess Kusher

10 years, saw Hager as a
strong candidate for the dive
team due to his past athletic
experience, and Scott agreed.
Josh Yuen-Schat ’18 is the
second walk-on to join the
dive team this year. In fact,
Zarka is the only team member back from last year. With
Yuen-Schat, Sammons and
Hager join Roman and Remillard, who are both back from

have already scored high
enough to advance to the Regional Championships this
February in Granville, with
Sammons not far behind.
According to Scott, divers have to possess a certain
edge and willingness to confront danger. “What we do is
a unique sport,” Scott said.
“It’s a lot of fun, but it’s kind
of scary, too. ...There’s got

more year after a concussion.
“We’ve had a lot of people
come and go,” Remillard said.
“Diving is a huge commitment, but it’s like there are
all these lost family members
wandering campus.” Members who left the team, and
even those who suffered injuries from their time with the
program, still come back to
the dive meets as scorers and

fans.
As a coach, Scott understands diving is not for everyone. “I want them to
have a full experience here
at college,” he said. He was
the 2013 NCAA Division III
women’s diving coach of the
year. “They should learn how
to set goals, take risks, trust
one another and trust themselves.”
Scott, who has coached at
the Division I, II and III levels in diving, dove at Ouachita Baptist University in Arkadelphia, Arkansas and was
named 1-meter and 3-meter
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics AllAmerican diver in 1997. As
a coach, he feels at home at
the small-college level and
believes in balance in life —
Scott wants his athletes to
have the same mentality he
does: they should dedicate
themselves to the sport, but
ultimately have a life outside
of it as well.
One of the team’s most
successful divers, Zarka, has
done just this, balancing her
international diving career
with Kenyon academics. Recently Zarka placed seventh
in the Oceania Games in
Australia, where she dove for
her mother’s homeland, the
Kingdom of Tonga.
Remillard is not surprised
by the team’s recent success.
“The team seems to be a lot
more steady and a lot more
stable than it has been in previous years,” Remillard said.
“I have great feelings that all
of the freshmen and sophomores, all the underclassmen,
are going to come back next
year and that’s all I really
care about as a senior.”

